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Unruly Girls, Unrepentant Mothers
The ease of accessibility, improvements in safety and technology, media attention,
growing acceptance by the public, or an increasingly superficial culture: whatever
the reason, cosmetic surgery is more popular today than ever. In 2005, in the
United States alone, there were nearly two million aesthetic operations-more than
quadruple the number from 1984, along with more than eight million non-surgical
procedures. Innovative surgical methods have also brought cosmetic
improvements to new areas of the body, such as the ribs, buttocks, and
genitalia.Despite the increasing normalization of cosmetic surgery, however, there
are still those who identify individuals who opt for bodily modifications as dupes of
beauty culture, as being in conflict with feminist ideals, or as having some form of
psychological weakness. In this ground-breaking book, Victoria Pitts-Taylor
examines why we consider some cosmetic surgeries to be acceptable or even
beneficial and others to be unacceptable and possibly harmful. Similarly, why are
some patients considered to be psychologically healthy while others deemed
pathological? When is the modification of our appearance empowering and when is
it a sign of weakness?Drawing on years of research, her personal experience with
cosmetic surgery, analysis of newspaper articles and television shows, and indepth interviews with surgeons, psychiatrists, lawyers, judges, and others, PittsTaylor brings new perspectives to the promotion of "extreme" makeovers on
television, the medicalization of "surgery addiction," the moral and political
interrogation that many patients face, and feminist debates on the topic.While
many feel that cosmetic surgery is a deeply personal choice and that its pathology
is rooted in the individual psyche, Pitts-Taylor makes a compelling argument that
the experience, meanings, and motivations for cosmetic surgery are highly social.
A much needed "makeover" of our cultural understanding of cosmetic surgery, this
book is both authoritative and thoroughly engaging.

Subject to Debate
Despite the massive growth of mobile technologies, very little research has been
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done on how these technologies influence human interaction. Most of the
published work in this area focuses on technological aspects and not on the social
implications the technology is having on society. This book aims to fill this gap by
providing an overview of these issues. It identifies the major trends, discusses the
main claims made about the mobile age, and looks at issues which affect design,
usability and evaluation. This unique look at the mobile age provides many
interesting and important insights and will appeal to anyone designing, testing, or
studying mobile devices.

Body Story
In this Tenth Anniversary Edition, Susan Bordo examines how women's fantasies of
transcending their material existence have led to narcissistic efforts to reinvent
themselves. Infatuated with youth, surrounded by homogenous representations of
beauty, they surrender themselves to plastic surgeons in ever greater numbers for
larger breasts, smaller noses, collagen-plumped lips and wrinkle-free faces. The
author's preface brings the book up to date in 2003 and Leslie Heywood's foreword
places Susan Bordo's work in the front ranks of the research on women and their
bodies.

The Feminism and Visual Culture Reader
Poetry. CENSORY IMPULSE is a book-length excavation of the body (both physical
and psychological) disrupted. These poems take their calling from the relationship
between the neurological and the political, the digestive and the subjective, the
gendered and the cyborg. Kaufman's verse is located somewhere between Oliver
Sachs, Donna Haraway, & Chris Hables Gray--only in place of scientific hypotheses
we see line breaks, metaphorical projections, and "labyrinth authority."

Imagine Bernie Sanders as a Woman
Why would a talented young woman enter into a torrid affair with hunger, drugs,
sex, and death? Through five lengthy hospital stays, endless therapy, and the loss
of family, friends, jobs, and all sense of what it means to be "normal," Marya
Hornbacher lovingly embraced her anorexia and bulimia -- until a particularly
horrifying bout with the disease in college put the romance of wasting away to rest
forever. A vivid, honest, and emotionally wrenching memoir, Wasted is the story of
one woman's travels to reality's darker side -- and her decision to find her way
back on her own terms.

Wireless World
Focusing on intersexuality, having physical gender markers that are neither female
or male, the author examines the social institutions that are mobilized to maintain
the two seemingly objective sexual categories. She argues that we need to rethink
the meaning of gender, genitals and sexuality.

Twilight Zones
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Gossip is easy. Get to the deeper truth, with this in-depth look at the political
forces and media culture that vilified and ultimately brought down Hillary Clinton in
the 2016 presidential campaign. The Destruction of Hillary Clinton is an answer to
the question many have been asking: How did an extraordinarily well-qualified,
experienced, and admired candidate—whose victory would have been as historic
as Barack Obama's—come to be seen as a tool of the establishment, a chronic liar,
and a talentless politician? In this masterful narrative of the 2016 campaign year
and the events that led up to it, Susan Bordo unpacks the Rights' assault on
Clinton and her reputation, the way the left provoked suspicion and indifference
among the youth vote, the inescapable presence of James Comey, questions about
Russian influence, and the media's malpractice in covering the candidate. Urgent,
insightful, and engrossing, The Destruction of Hillary Clinton is an essential guide
to understanding the most controversial presidential election in American history.

Wasted
New theory of relationship between feminism and postmodernism, using close
readings of literature, film, ethics.

A Token of My Affection
Bringing together key writings on art, film, architecture, popular culture, new
media and other visual fields, this key reader combines classic texts by leading
feminist thinkers with six previously unpublished polemical new pieces. It explores
how issues of race, class, nationality and sexuality, enter into debates about
feminism, and includes work by feminist critics, artists and activists. Articles are
grouped into six thematic sections: * representation * difference *
disciplines/strategies * mass culture/media interventions * the body * technology.
A valuable reference for students of visual culture and gender studies, this is both
a framework within which to understand the shifts in feminist thinking in visual
studies and an overview of the most significant feminist theories in this area.

Unbearable Weight
Contributors are Susan Bordo, Stanley Clarke, Erica Harth, Leslie Heywood, Luce
Irigaray, Genevieve Lloyd, Mario Moussa, Eileen O'Neill, Adrianna Paliyenko, Ruth
Perry, Mario S&áenz, Karl Stern, Thomas Wartenberg, and James Winders.

Censory Impulse
For more than 150 years, greeting cards have tapped into and organized a shared
language of love, affection, and kinship, becoming an integral part of American life
and culture. Sumptuously illustrated, A Token of My Affection follows the evolution
of the modern greeting card industry from a traditional printing and stationery
business in the mid-nineteenth century to the multibillion-dollar industry it is today.
Blending archival research in business history with a study of surviving artifacts
and a literary analysis of a range of relevant texts and primary sources, Barry
Shank demonstrates how greeting cards have affected and defined experiences of
status, longing, desire, social connectedness, and love. Fascinating and surprising,
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A Token of My Affection shows what an industry devoted to emotional sincerity
means for the lives of all Americans.

Living Across and Through Skins
A bold, unconventional cultural exploration of the male body and its current place
in the Western World examines contemporary perspectives on masculinity in
everything from Playboy to Michael Jordan to the recent Viagra craze.

We Don't Need Another Wave
A groundbreaking examination of the historical myth of motherhood looks at how
different cultures have viewed motherhood, showing how our current idea of the
"good mother" reflects a reaction to burgeoning women's rights. 25,000 first
printing. National ad/promo. Tour.

Surgery Junkies
This book aims to define new theoretical, practical, and methodological directions
in educational research centered on the role of the body in teaching and learning.
Based on our phenomenological experience of the world, it draws on perspectives
from arts-education and aesthetics, as well as curriculum theory, cultural
anthropology and ethnomusicology. These are arenas with a rich untapped cache
of experience and inquiry that can be applied to the notions of schooling, teaching
and learning. The book provides examples of state-of-the-art, empirical research
on the body in a variety of educational settings. Diverse art forms, curricular
settings, educational levels, and cultural traditions are selected to demonstrate the
complexity and richness of embodied knowledge as they are manifested through
institutional structures, disciplines, and specific practices.

Knowing Bodies, Moving Minds
Probes the emotional causes and effects of abnormal eating patterns and presents
case histories of patients with weight problems

Unbearable Weight
In the second half of the 20th century, the body has become a central theme of
intellectual debate. How should we perceive the human body? Is it best understood
biologically, experientially, culturally? How do social institutions exercise power
over the body and determine norms of health and behavior? The answers arrived
at by phenomenologists, social theorists, and feminists have radically challenged
our cenventional notions of the body dating back to 17th century Cartesian
thought. This is the first volume to systematically explore the range of
contemporary thought concerning the body and draw out its crucial implications
for medicine. Its authors suggest that many of the problems often found in modern
medicine -- dehumanized treatment, overspecialization, neglect of the mind's
healing resources -- are directly traceable to medicine's outmoded concepts of the
body. New and exciting alternatives are proposed by some of the foremost
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physicians and philosophers working in the medical humanities today.

The Creation of Anne Boleyn
The months between the presidential election of 2016 and the summer of 2019
have been a wild ride, from the unexpected (and for many traumatic) results of the
election to growing recognition of how profoundly the Trump presidency has
changed our lives, from discoveries of corruption and foreign influence on our
democratic institutions to fresh assaults on reproductive rights, the Brett
Kavanaugh hearings and the #MeToo movement, Robert Mueller’s long-awaited
report and its aftermath, and the beginnings of the 2020 primary contest. Follow
cultural historian and media critic Susan Bordo through those events as they
happened, in a book whose format is uniquely designed to capture their
immediacy. Notable pieces include “Reflections on Trump’s Inauguration,” inspired
by an exchange of looks between Michelle Obama and Hillary Clinton; “To the
Core” recalls both the Anita Hill hearings and Bordo’s own experience with sexual
harassment in the context of #MeToo; “Please Mr. Prosecutor Mueller” is a
personal plea as well as an argument about the power of television; “My MSNBC
Interview” finds the author perched on a high stool in a local TV studio, talking
about her just-published book on the election, finding out what it feels like to be
misunderstood on national television; “Imagine Bernie Sanders as a Woman”
confronts the double-standards and double-binds faced not only by female
politicians but by all women who are seen as “leaning in” too much, while “Two
Elizabeths” explores how the Tudor queen and the presidential contender
negotiate those challenges in their differing historical contexts. Combining fulllength published pieces with spontaneous, unfiltered, never-before published
posts, in a voice that is bracingly honest as well as critically penetrating, this
collection goes beyond journalistic conventions to reveal the ways in which the
political is indeed the personal.

Sport, Rhetoric, and Gender
Details the author's difficult transition from distressed adolescent to adult and from
anorexia to health, discussing the causes of the eating disorder and the process of
recovery, relapse, and eventual freedom.

Strange Affinities
Moira Gatens investigates the ways in which differently sexed bodies can occupy
the same social or political space. Representations of sexual difference have
unacknowledged philosophical roots which cannot be dismissed as a superficial
bias on the part of the philosopher, nor removed without destroying the coherence
of the philosophical system concerned. The deep structural bias against women
extends beyond metaphysics and its effects are felt in epistemology, moral, social
and political theory. The idea of sexual difference is contextualised in Imaginary
Bodies and traced through the history of philosophy. Using her work on Spinoza,
Gatens develops alternative conceptions of power, new ways of conceiving
women's embodiment and their legal, political and ethical status.
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Lessons from the Intersexed
"Leslie Heywood weaves deftly and powerfully between contemporary cultural
analysis, literary criticism, and her own experiences as a postmodern/female body.
The result is a work that is both critically acute and vibrating with emotional
energy and insight, a work that itself constitutes a promise of new life in the
'anorexic' culture she so sharply diagnoses and interprets."--Susan Bordo, author
of Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture, and the Body "Though
Dedication to Hunger is a brilliant book of literary criticism, it is also far more than
that. It is a challenging work that should be widely read by all those interested in
the underlying assumptions that define our culture."--J. Hillis Miller, author of The
Ethics of Reading

Dubious Conceptions
Subject to Debate, Katha Pollitt's column in The Nation, has offered readers cleareyed yet provocative observations on women, politics, and culture for more than
seven years. Bringing together eighty-eight of her most astute essays on hotbutton topics like abortion, affirmative action, and school vouchers, this selection
displays the full range of her indefatigable wit and brilliance. Her stirring new
Introduction offers a seasoned critique of feminism at the millennium and is a
clarion call for renewed activism against social injustice. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Ain't I a Beauty Queen?
Collection of essays that use queer studies and feminism as a lens for examining
the relationships between racialized communities.

Popular Culture Theory and Methodology
Argues that the social and economic forces that discourage better-off women to
delay childbirth are the same forces that push disadvantaged women to early
pregnancy

Masculinities and Crime
The Politics of Passion centers on an old institution among the Afro-Surinamese
working class in which women have multiple sexual relationships with both men
and women. These women reject marriage because of the bonds of dependency it
fosters, preferring to create their own families of kin, lovers, and children. Gloria
Wekker analyzes this phenomenon, known as mati work, as she vividly describes
the lives of Afro-Surinamese women. She gives an account of women's sexuality
that is not limited to either heterosexuality or same-sex sexuality. Her work offers
new perspectives on black women's sexuality, the lives of Caribbean women,
transnational gay and lesbian movements, and an Afro-Surinamese tradition that
challenges conventional Western notions of marriage, gender, and sexuality. By
foregrounding the voices of Afro-Surinamese women, Wekker illuminates these
women's daily lives in light of the changes occurring in Surinamese society. She
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also considers the historical, religious, psychological, economic, linguistic, cultural,
and political elements that have shaped their lives. The book concludes with
stories of women who have migrated to the Netherlands, where they have created
new, vibrant mati communities.

The Politics of Passion
The modern struggle against fat cuts deeply and pervasively into American culture.
Dieting, weight consciousness, and widespread hostility toward obesity form one of
the fundamental themes of modern life. Fat History explores the meaning of fat in
contemporary Western society and illustrates how progressive changes, such as
growth in consumer culture, increasing equality for women, and the refocusing of
women's sexual and maternal roles have influenced today's obsession with fat.
Brought up-to-date with a new preface and filled with narrative anecdotes, Fat
History explores fat's transformation from a symbol of health and well-being to a
sign of moral, psychological, and physical disorder.

The Destruction of Hillary Clinton
The Flight to Objectivity offers a new reading of Descartes Meditations informed
by cultural history, psychoanalytic and cognitive psychology, and feminist thought.
It focuses not on Descartes arguments as timeless, culturally disembodied
events, but on the psychological drama and imagery of the Meditations explored in
the context of the historical instability of the seventeenth century and deep
historical changes in the structure of human experience. The study includes textual
and cultural material that together comprise a gradually unfolding psychocultural
reading of the Meditations. Descartes famous doubt, and the ideal of objectivity
which conquered that doubt, are considered as philosophical expressions of a
cultural drama of parturition from the medieval universe, a process that
generated new forms of experience, new cultural anxieties, and ultimately, new
strategies for control and mastery of an utterly changed and alien world. Themes
that figure prominently in recent literature on seventeenth-century philosophy and
sciencethe birth of the mind as mirror of nature, and the masculine nature of
modern science, the death of natureare explored with reference to Descartes
as a pivotal figure in the birth of modernity.

Provocations
The first collection of its kind, Provocations: A Transnational Reader in the History
of Feminist Thought is historically organized and transnational in scope,
highlighting key ideas, transformative moments, and feminist conversations across
national and cultural borders. Emphasizing feminist cross-talk, transnational
collaborations and influences, and cultural differences in context, this anthology
heralds a new approach to studying feminist history. Provocations includes
engaging, historically significant primary sources by writers of many nationalities
in numerous genres—from political manifestos to theoretical and cultural analysis
to poetry and fiction. These texts range from those of classical antiquity to others
composed during the Arab Spring and represent Asia, the Middle East, Latin
America, Western Europe, and the United States. Each section begins with an
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introductory essay that presents central ideas and explores connections among
readings, placing them in historical, national, and intellectual contexts and
concluding with questions for discussion and reflection.

Volatile Bodies
Explores the dynamic relationship between bodies and the world around them.
What if we lived across and through our skins as much as we do within them?
According to Shannon Sullivan, the notion of bodies in transaction with their social,
political, cultural, and physical surroundings is not new. Early in the 20th century,
John Dewey elaborated human existence as a set of patterns of behavior or actions
shaped by the environment. Underscoring the continued relevance of his thought,
Sullivan brings Dewey into conversation with Continental philosophers -- Nietzsche
and Merleau-Ponty -- and feminist philosophers -- Butler and Harding -- to expand
thinking about the body. Emphasizing topics such as the role of habit, the
discursivity of bodies, communication and meaning, personal and cultural
structures of gender, the improvement of bodily experience, and understandings of
truth and objectivity, Living Across and Through Skins acknowledges the
importance of the body's experience without placing it in opposition to
psychological, cultural, and social aspects of human life. By focusing on what
bodies do, rather than what they are, Sullivan prompts a closer look at concrete,
physical transactions that might be changed to improve human experiences of the
world.

Imaginary Bodies
Challenging the common masculinist character of criminological research, James
W. Messerschmidt develops an elaborate scrutiny of the gender roles that, along
with class and race, influence the occurrence and types of crimes in our society.

Feminist Interpretations of RenŽ Descartes
Drawing upon her broad knowledge and background in social theory, Chodorow
argues that psychoanalysis gives an account of subjectivity that incorporates forms
of wholeness and depth of experience, without which we cannot have a meaningful
life.

Differences that Matter
This illuminating history examines the life and many legends of the 16th century
Queen who was executed by her husband, King Henry VIII. Part biography, part
cultural history, The Creation of Anne Boleyn is a fascinating reconstruction of
Anne’s life and a revealing look at her afterlife in the popular imagination. Why is
her story so compelling? Why has she inspired such extreme reactions? Was she
the flaxen-haired martyr of Romantic paintings or the raven-haired seductress of
twenty-first-century portrayals? (Answer: neither.) But the most provocative
question of all concerns Anne’s death: How could Henry order the execution of a
once beloved wife? Drawing on scholarship and critical analysis, Bordo probes the
complexities of one of history’s most infamous relationships. She then
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demonstrates how generations of polemicists, biographers, novelists, and
filmmakers have imagined and re-imagined Anne: whore, martyr, cautionary tale,
proto “mean girl,” feminist icon, and everything in between. In The Creation of
Anne Boleyn, Bordo steps off the well-trodden paths of Tudoriana to tease out the
human being behind the competing mythologies, paintings, and on-screen
portrayals.

The Male Body
Considering everything from Nike ads, emaciated models, and surgically altered
breasts to the culture wars and the O.J. Simpson trial, Susan Bordo deciphers the
hidden life of cultural images and the impact they have on our lives. She builds on
the provocative themes introduced in her acclaimed work Unbearable
Weight—which explores the social and political underpinnings of women's
obsession with bodily image—to offer a singularly readable and perceptive
interpretation of our image-saturated culture. As it becomes increasingly difficult to
distinguish between appearance and reality, she argues, we need to rehabilitate
the notion that not all versions of reality are equally trustworthy. Bordo writes with
deep compassion, unnerving honesty, and bracing intelligence. Looking to the
body and bodily practices as a concrete arena where cultural fantasies and
anxieties are played out, she examines the mystique and the reality of
empowerment through cosmetic surgery. Her brilliant discussion of sexual
harassment reflects on the Clarence Thomas/Anita Hill controversy as well as the
film Disclosure. She suggests that sexuality, although one of the mediums of
harassment, is not its essence, and she calls for the recasting of harassers as
bullies rather than sex fiends. Bordo also challenges the continuing marginalization
of feminist thought, in particular the failure to read feminist work as cultural
criticism. Finally, in a powerful and moving essay called "Missing
Kitchens"—written in collaboration with her two sisters—Bordo explores notions of
bodies, place, and space through a recreation of the topographies of her childhood.
Throughout these essays, Bordo avoids dogma and easy caricature. Consistently,
and on many levels, she demonstrates the profound relationship between our lives
and our theories, our feelings and our thoughts.

Fat History
Since the 1990s, when Reviving Ophelia became a best seller and "Girl Power" a
familiar anthem, girls have assumed new visibility in the culture. Yet in asserting
their new power, young women have redefined femininity in ways that have often
mystified their mothers. They have also largely disavowed feminism, even though
their new influence is a likely legacy of feminism's Second Wave. At the same time,
popular culture has persisted in idealizing, demonizing, or simply erasing mothers,
rarely depicting them in strong and loving relationships with their daughters.
Unruly Girls, Unrepentent Mothers, a companion to Kathleen Rowe Karlyn's
groundbreaking work, The Unruly Woman, studies the ways popular culture and
current debates within and about feminism inform each other. Surveying a range
of films and television shows that have defined girls in the postfeminist era—from
Titanic and My So-Called Life to Scream and The Devil Wears Prada, and from Love
and Basketball to Ugly Betty—Karlyn explores the ways class, race, and
generational conflicts have shaped both Girl Culture and feminism's Third Wave.
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Tying feminism's internal conflicts to negative attitudes toward mothers in the
social world, she asks whether today's seemingly materialistic and apolitical girls,
inspired by such real and fictional figures as the Spice Girls and Buffy the Vampire
Slayer, have turned their backs on the feminism of their mothers or are redefining
unruliness for a new age.

The Body in Medical Thought and Practice
"Black is Beautiful!" The words were the exuberant rallying cry of a generation of
black women who threw away their straightening combs and adopted a proud new
style they called the Afro. The Afro, as worn most famously by Angela Davis,
became a veritable icon of the Sixties. Although the new beauty standards seemed
to arise overnight, they actually had deep roots within black communities. Tracing
her story to 1891, when a black newspaper launched a contest to find the most
beautiful woman of the race, Maxine Leeds Craig documents how black women
have negotiated the intersection of race, class, politics, and personal appearance
in their lives. Craig takes the reader from beauty parlors in the 1940s to late night
political meetings in the 1960s to demonstrate the powerful influence of social
movements on the experience of daily life. With sources ranging from oral histories
of Civil Rights and Black Power Movement activists and men and women who stood
on the sidelines to black popular magazines and the black movement press, Ain't I
a Beauty Queen? will fascinate those interested in beauty culture, gender, class,
and the dynamics of race and social movements.

Writing on the Body
We Don’t Need Another Wave is a critique of the ways in which feminism is
discussed in the mainstream media. Today’s young feminists are wary of being
labeled. They are media-savvy, hyper-aware of being categorized and
marginalized, and are here to tell the world that feminists are feminists — diverse
in age and experience — and that it’s time to drop the labels in favor of proactive
agendas and united goals. Topics that matter to young feminists range from lighter
issues, such as DIY culture and craftivism, to heavy-hitting issues that feminists
have struggled with for generations, including abuse, rape, shame, and self-hatred.
The young writers in this collection band together under the banner of feminism to
share the message that the F-word is a good thing, and that feminists are breaking
new ground while still valuing the traditions and achievements of their sisters and
foremothers. We Don’t Need Another Wave brings a message of unity and a
message to get beyond subcategorizing a movement that needs cohesiveness and
strives on strength in numbers.

Dedication to Hunger
"Unbearable Weight is brilliant. From an immensely knowledgeable feminist
perspective, in engaging, jargonless (!) prose, Bordo analyzes a whole range of
issues connected to the body—weight and weight loss, exercise, media images,
movies, advertising, anorexia and bulimia, and much more—in a way that makes
sense of our current social landscape—finally! This is a great book for anyone who
wonders why women's magazines are always describing delicious food as 'sinful'
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and why there is a cake called Death by Chocolate. Loved it!"—Katha Pollitt, Nation
columnist and author of Subject to Debate: Sense and Dissents on Women, Politics,
and Culture (2001)

The Power of Feelings
Interested in the nexus between sport, gender, and language, Sport, Rhetoric, and
Gender: Historical Perspectives and Media Representations contains 21 wideranging chapters examining sport vis-à-vis the language surrounding and
incorporated by it in the world arena.

The Myths of Motherhood
"Volatile Bodies demonstrates that the sexually specific body is socially
constructed: biology or nature is inherently social and has no pure or natural
'origin' outside culture. Being the raw material of social and cultural organization, it
is subject to the endless rewriting and inscription that constitute all sign systems.
Grosz demonstrates that the theories of, among others, Freud and Lacan theorize a
male body. She then turns to corporeal experiences unique to
women--menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth, lactation, menopause--to lay the
groundwork for new theories of sexed corporeality."--Back cover.

Flight to Objectivity, The
This work comprises a collection of influential readings in feminist theory. It is
divided into four sections: "Reading the Body"; "Bodies in Production"; "The Body
Speaks"; and "Body on Stage".

Eating Disorders
Since its birth in the 1960s, the study of popular culture has come a long way in
defining its object, its purpose, and its place in academe. Emerging along the
margins of a scholarly establishment that initially dismissed anything popular as
unworthy of serious study-trivial, formulaic, easily digestible, escapist-early
practitioners of the discipline stubbornly set about creating the theoretical and
methodological framework upon which a deeper understanding could be founded.
Through seminal essays that document the maturation of the field as it gradually
made headway toward legitimacy, Popular Culture Theory and Methodology
provides students of popular culture with both the historical context and the critical
apparatus required for further growth. For all its progress, the study of popular
culture remains a site of healthy questioning. What exactly is popular culture? How
should it be studied? What forces come together in producing, disseminating, and
consuming it? Is it always conformist, or has it the power to subvert, refashion,
resist, and destabilize the status quo? How does it differ from folk culture, mass
culture, commercial culture? Is the line between "high" and "low" merely arbitrary?
Do the popular arts have a distinctive aesthetics? This collection offers a wide
range of responses to these and similar questions. Edited by Harold E. Hinds, Jr.,
Marilyn F. Motz, and Angela M. S. Nelson, Popular Culture Theory and Methodology
charts some of the key turning points in the "culture wars" and leads us through
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the central debates in this fast developing discipline. Authors of the more than two
dozen studies, several of which are newly published here include John Cawelti,
Russel B. Nye, Ray B. Browne, Fred E. H. Schroeder, John Fiske, Lawrence Mintz,
David Feldman, Roger Rollin, Harold Schechter, S. Elizabeth Bird, and Harold E.
Hinds, Jr. A valuable bibliography completes the volume.
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